The first godgirl was born in Miami in 1951. In subsequent years the number has risen to 12. They are typically born in the seventh or eighth month of normal fetal growth and develop atypically from there on. By the third year the bones of the forehead and jaw enlarge grotesquely and a fuzz of fine reddish soft hairs appears on the throats and cheeks of these exciting new girls. Shown in photo below are the Lemo’s, the first godgirl’s family, the father, Plumber Lerno, the son Monty, the sisters Jellybell & Sandra. The godgirl herself is not shown. She is kept in special basement room rigged with an air conditioning and dehumidifying units at the advice of the girl’s physicians. She is kept here in the room so that the outer epidermal layers of the skin is oddly subject to extraordinary fungal ravages, to which she seems so prone.

GODGIRLS

Godgirl Sharon Y Valdez, Box 77, NY
"My family garage is filled with parcels. My father is afraid to open them. He says possible explosions, or other devices from fanatics. I get these packages especially at Christmas. One of them, for example says—'Please send back our little Katy, godgirl, we are so sad to see her eat bowl fill with snow.'

Godgirl Mona Munty oddest of the lot from Miami, and we quote: "The Munty family has been so good to me for so long. I am ashamed of their cramped living quarter at the camp. Please start a campaign to alleviate one small clot of human suffering. Yours, G.G.X.

The Cincinnati g.g. has made herself anew, although the original reddish-godgirl Midge Prop of New Orleans, 1515 Verna Street, tells like beard has been shaved off of planned summer tour of the Lower Farm circuit. At the age of five this one’s labia became leathery and gradually flake away and at the same time an orifice opened beneath one of the breasts and became critically sensitive to the touch. All such stories have not gone unreported in these columns as long time readers will recall. Godgirl reports is a function of Process News.

A GODGIRL DROWNS
One of the godgirls have drowned in the Wuntex Creek and water tub of Lecompton Farms.

RUBBER TIRE
Vandals have lowered a smoldering bike tire into the god girl’s basement room through a window, aso fecal material found on porch.

FANATICS
Many of the so-called fanatics are continuing to arrive at the homestead of the Munty family has been go home of the Munty fall home in Mississippi. One of them has cut off the living quarter tongue and thrown it in Muntygarden on wandering Jew.
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